Grant A (Alistair)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Beaton Gary
04 September 2017 11:54
Local Govt Boundary Comm Scot
Cardowan boundary

Hi,
I currently live at
move to North Lanarkshire Council.

and wish to issue this email in support of the application to

I have confirmed my support via the consultation page but have become very alarmed at the prospect of the
proposed road which Glasgow City Council are proposing linking our estate with Easterhouse.
This road would take the effect of turning a local access road into a main further fare and pose a very dangerous
hazard to the children and dog walkers in the area.
I see it as being less of a link to Gartcosh etc and rather a further access for the Fort Shopping Centre.
My main purpose for moving to the area was the quietness of the locale and the fact that we were far from main
roads and any moves to change this are completely unacceptable.
I would like to see where details of this proposed road were shared with residents as I would have voiced my
complaint much earlier had I known of this.
Can you please have someone contact me as soon as possible to confirm the details of this consultation?
Thank you
Gary Beaton
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